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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper presents an architecture for monitoring the 

presentation of multimedia declarative applications, 

providing feedback about variables states, object properties, 

media presentation times, among others. Monitoring tools 

that follow the proposed architecture are able to detect if 

visual problems are being caused by programming errors or 

by player malfunctioning. The architecture presents a 

communication protocol designed to be independent of the 

declarative language used in the development of multimedia 

applications. The main goal is to provide an open and 

generic architecture that can assist multimedia application 

authors and presentation engine developers. As an example 

of the architecture use, the paper also presents a monitoring 

tool integrated into a graphical user interface developed for 

the ITU-T reference implementation of the Ginga-NCL 

middleware. 

 

Index Terms— Multimedia authoring, debugging tools, 

declarative programming languages, presentation engines, 

Ginga-NCL 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Multimedia authoring is far from being considered a solved 

problem. As Rowe discusses in [1], although significant 

progress has been made in this field over the last years, there 

are still open issues to be addressed on this topic (especially 

regarding the authoring of interactive multimedia 

applications). In this paper, we focus on the problem of 

debugging multimedia applications designed using 

declarative languages. 

Interactive multimedia applications are designed using 

either imperative or declarative languages. The use of 

imperative languages usually requires an expert programmer, 

familiar with low-level statements and multimedia drivers 

and libraries. On the other hand, declarative languages 

usually have high-level abstractions, allowing programmers 

that are not familiar with the low-level details to create 

applications. HTML [2], NCL [3], SMIL [4], SVG [5] and 

X3D [6] are examples of declarative languages used to 

create multimedia applications. 

When using the imperative approach, there are many 

widely adopted debugging tools to assist application 

authoring. However, these tools are still poorly explored 

when considering the declarative approach. 

The development of debugging tools for declarative 

multimedia languages is challenging mainly for two reasons. 

First, the imperative concept of algorithmically executing a 

sequence of statements cannot be applied. The concept of 

suspending a declarative application, highlighting the code 

chunk related to that time instant is a known a problem. 

Second, the verification of the application correctness can 

depend on the verification of audiovisual outcomes, on 

unpredictable events, and on the correctness of the 

employed presentation engine.  

To illustrate audiovisual problems, Figure 1(a) presents a 

snapshot of an application with four media objects in which 

the banner and flags are rendered on overlapping regions. 

Because the overlay property value (named zIndex in Figure 

1) of the banner object has a greater value than the one of 

flags, if these two objects run simultaneously, the flags 

content will not be seen (as illustrated in Figure 1(b)). There 

is neither a syntactic error nor an error arising from the 

language semantics. Just running the presentation, an author 

cannot know if the problem comes from the lack of a 

statement starting the unseen object, from the lack of the 

media content, from a visibility property incorrectly set, 

from the incorrect set of the aforementioned overlay 

property, or from an implementation error of the 

presentation engine. Using an appropriated monitoring tool, 

it is possible to identify the real situation, shown in Figure 

1(c), and to check objects’ properties during their 

presentations. 

In this paper, we present an architecture suitable for 

monitoring the presentation of multimedia applications, in 

particular declarative applications, providing feedback about 

the states of variables, the object properties, the media 

presentation times, among others. When using the term 

monitoring tool we refer to tools that are able to monitor 

(and eventually to change) the state of an execution machine 

and log/report state changes. Monitoring tools that follow 



the proposed architecture are able to detect if presentation 

problems1 are caused by programming errors or by player 

malfunctioning (e.g., synchronization mismatches). 

 

Fig. 1. Media objects with overlapping regions. 

The proposal comprises a communication protocol 

designed to be independent of the specification language. As 

a consequence, the architecture addresses an issue of 

multimedia authoring to which the few existing solutions are 

proprietary and target a specific language. The main goal is 

to provide an open and generic architecture that can assist 

both multimedia application authors and presentation engine 

developers. As an example of the architecture instantiation, 

the paper presents a monitoring tool for the NCL language 

and its presentation environment (Ginga-NCL), part of the 

ITU-T Ginga middleware Recommendation [7].  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 discusses some related work. Section 3 presents 

the proposed architecture. Section 4 details the 

communication protocol used in the architecture. Section 5 

introduces the NCL monitoring tool. Finally, Section 6 

presents the final remarks and points out some future works. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

Debugging tools provide a means to investigate the internal 

state of execution engines while running applications step-

by-step. Considering software development applying 

imperative languages, the use of debugging tools such as 

GDB [8], DDD [9], and CDB [10], is a common sense of a 

longstanding practice. On the other hand, when considering 

declarative languages, most of work in the literature focuses 

only on functional languages [11][12][13][14] and 

disregards some issues addressed by multimedia 

presentation languages, among them the important temporal 

facet. 

To detect temporal inconsistencies in multimedia 

applications, some proposals rely on formal specifications of 

                                                 
1 In this paper, application presentation refer to the 

presentation of the multimedia application during the 

authoring phase. 

the temporal models of the used languages. Gaggi and Bossi 

define a formal semantics for SMIL language inspired by 

Hoare logic. The formal semantics is based on a set of 

inferences-rules that express the temporal properties of 

SMIL elements. Similarly, Picinin Júnior et al [15] propose 

an approach to verify NCL documents using a formal 

verification technique based on the Temporal Logic 

Formula and on the TINA model-checker.  

Formal methods are very useful in checking the temporal 

consistency of a presentation. According to Bouyakoub and 

Belkhir [16], the complexity of the synchronization models 

of some multimedia languages, makes it difficult to 

guarantee the validity of a multimedia scenario using non-

formal methods. However, Gaggi and Bossi [17], and also 

Picinin Júnior et al [15] solutions (and other proposals that 

employ formal models to check temporal consistency) have 

some major drawbacks.  

First, it must be stressed that to express the whole 

semantics of a declarative multimedia presentation language 

in terms of mathematical expressions is almost impossible. 

The aforementioned works have formalized only a subset of 

the target languages. Second, the process to convert a source 

code into a temporary formal model and to verify this model 

is work intensive. Since authors usually modify the source 

code several times during the development, the verification 

process can degrade the authoring tool performance, 

especially when developing large applications. Third, as the 

solutions are based on source code checking, they are not 

suitable to identify execution problems that can affect the 

audiovisual presentation (for instance, they cannot detect 

synchronization mismatches caused by network jitters). 

The solution presented in this paper does not envision 

replacing existing verification techniques. Instead, this 

proposal is complementary. In other words, the proposed 

architecture do not aim at designing new methods to 

guarantee the validity of a document, but only in helping 

authors providing additional facilities to identify problems 

in multimedia applications. 

This trend has recently begun to be considered as a 

monitoring/debugging feature to be embedded in hyperme-

dia presentation engines. Modern web-browsers have built-

in mechanisms that provide web developers access to 

internal browser state. Recent versions of Chrome, Firefox 

and Internet Explorer, for instance, allow track down the 

page layout, set breakpoints in JavaScript (imperative 

language) code, change variable values, monitor the 

network traffic, etc. Because the focus of the browsers is on 

rendering web pages, their debugging features are strongly 

coupled with HTML language (and other web technologies, 

like CSS and JavaScript). Moreover, these solutions do not 

contemplate multimedia presentation problems, like those 

related to the temporal dimension of presentations. In this 

paper, these problems are addressed. The proposed 

architecture is able to consider different programming 

languages by using a general communication protocol. 

 



3. THE MONITORING ARCHITECTURE 

 

Figure 2 illustrates the proposed architecture by means of an 

authoring workflow. At any point of an application 

specification, authors can submit the code to the 

presentation engine. During the application running, the 

presentation engine and the monitoring engine exchange 

several messages following the protocol detailed in the next 

section. These messages allow for monitoring the 

presentation and tracing presentation problems that can 

eventually occur. When the presentation finishes, the 

monitoring tool generates a data structure that describes the 

running steps (the Execution Data in the figure). This data 

structure is then converted into a human-readable report, in 

agreement with author preferences, shown to the authors. 

 

Fig. 2. Monitoring workflow. 

The Execution Data could also be used to validate 

conformance test cases of the presentation engine. A 

scripting procedure would compare the Execution Data with 

the expected Execution Data previously generated by human 

means or produced using some reference implementation.  

The communication protocol allows for not only 

monitoring functionalities, but also enabling users to get and 

set values to objects’ properties and system variables. As 

discussed in the next section, this would allow for the 

simulation of different execution scenarios. This feature is 

useful both for application authors and for presentation 

engine developers. The former is assisted with application 

bug fixes and the latter with the evaluation of the 

presentation engine correctness. 

Using presentation engine messages, the monitoring engine 

trusts in the presentation engine correctness. However, a 

non-conforming player can violate language semantic rules. 

Hence, the architecture integrates plugin extensions that 

implement the conceptual models of the target-languages to 

validate actions performed by the players. 

 

4. THE COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL 

 

The communication protocol has four sets of messages, as 

shown in Figure 3: i) messages sent from presentation 

engine to notify the monitoring engine about internal actions 

performed on media objects (notification messages); ii) 

messages sent from monitoring engine to get or set media 

objects’ property values, and the responses sent from the 

presentation engine (get/set messages); iii) messages sent 

from monitoring engine to emulate input events (input 

messages); iv) messages containing arbitrary commands 

(command messages). 

 

Fig. 3. Types of protocol messages. 

Each message is prefixed with the string “PE” 

(Presentation Engine) or “ME” (Monitoring Engine), which 

identifies the message sender. Listing 1 presents the 

message syntaxes. 

 
 

5. TYPE-STYLE AND FONTS 

4.1. Notification Messages 

 

Notification messages are sent to notify that some internal 

action has been performed on a media object (e.g., starting 

the object presentation) by the presentation engine.  

The status field indicates whether the action is succeeded 

or failed: 0 means success and 1 indicates an error. An 

example of an unsuccessful action could be the start of a 

media object in a remote device that is unreachable by the 

presentation engine. 

The action field identifies the action type performed 

(assuming a successful try). Table 1 presents the action 

identifiers and their semantics. Finally, the id field identifies 

the media object target of the action. 

Notification: 

1. PE::{status}::{action}::{id}[::{triggerEvent}::{trigger 

Id}::{time}] 

Get/Set: 

1. ME::{method}::{scope}.{var}[::{value}] 

2. PE::reply::{status}[::{value}] 

Input: 

1. ME::ie::{type}::{params} 

Commands: 

1. {Prefix}::cmd::{args} 

2. {Prefix}::cmd::reply::{args} 

Listing 1. Template for the protocol messages. 



Table 1. Action identifiers. 

Action Description of the notification 

startApp An application presentation has been started. 

stopApp An application presentation has been finished. 

start A media object presentation has been started. 

stop A media object presentation has been finished. 

pause A media object presentation has been paused. 

resume A media object presentation has been resumed. 

select A media object has been selected. 

Multimedia languages are usually based on the 

causal/constraint paradigm to relate media objects in a 

presentation. Using these languages, authors can express the 

relationships among objects through causal or constraint 

sentences. In causal sentences, conditions have to be 

satisfied to trigger actions, for example: “the end of ‘x’ 

causes the start of ‘y’”. In this case, the presentation engine 

should notify not only the action performed, but also the 

condition that has triggered it. Thus, the triggerEvent field 

identifies the condition that has triggered the action, while 

the triggerId field identifies the object related to this 

condition. Table 2 illustrates the condition identifiers and 

their semantics. In addition, the presentation engine should 

also notify the instant the action should occur (according to 

the application specification). The time field notifies this 

correct time instant. 

Table 2. Condition identifiers. 

Condition Description 

onBegin When object presentation begins. 

onEnd When object presentation ends. 

onAbort When object presentation aborts. 

onPause When object presentation pauses. 

onResume When object presentation resumes. 

onSelect When object presentation is selected. 

onAttribution When an object property has its value 

changed 

4.2. Get/Set Messages 

 

Get/Set messages allow authors to get or set values of 

properties. Getting a property value can help authors to 

better understand the presentation engine internal 

functioning – and possibly improve their knowledge about 

the language. Similar features are found in debugging tools 

for imperative languages, in which one can get values stored 

in variables. 

Setting new property values is useful to test the 

application behavior in face of different execution scenarios. 

As an example, consider an application that can present 

different contents depending on user locations. 

The first get/set message syntax in Listing 1 defines 

messages sent by the Monitoring Engine. The method field 

holds the value get or set. The scope identifies whether the 

property is global (a system property) or relative (local) to a 

media object. For the first case, the value is system; for the 

second, the value is the media object identifier. The var field 

defines which property is the target. The value field should 

be used just in the case of the set method. It holds the value 

to be set to the property. 

On receiving get/set messages, the presentation engine 

must reply, notifying whether it was able to meet the request 

or not. There are two types of replies, one indicating success 

and other indicating failure. For a get request, a success 

reply indicates that the presentation engine is sending back 

the value of the property. For a set request, a success reply 

indicates that the presentation engine has set the value of the 

property.  

There are some cases for which the presentation engine 

cannot meet the request. For example, if the author is 

requesting the value of a nonexistent property or if (s)he is 

trying to change the value of a read-only property (e.g., a 

property that holds the amount of available memory). The 

second get/set message syntax in is used to send messages in 

which the status field indicates whether the presentation 

engine has been able to meet the request or not (0 indicating 

success and 1 indicating failure). 

 

4.3. Input Messages 

 

Input messages allow authors to emulate input events. They 

are designed mainly because some multimedia applications 

are developed in authoring platforms different from the ones 

they will be presented. A typical example is the 

development of interactive TV applications, which are 

usually developed in a regular computer, but are intended to 

be executed in Digital TV receivers with remote control or 

any other more sophisticate input devices, like gesture 

sensors, etc. By emulating input events, the Monitoring 

Engine can provide authors the possibility of testing their 

applications without needing specialized devices. 

In input message syntax the type field identifies the input 

event type, and the params field provides the parameters to 

describe the event. 

Input events are divided into the following categories: 

keyPress, keyRelease, mousePress, mouseRelease, gesture, 

voice, and sensor. Each input event type has its own set of 

parameters. Table 3 summarizes these types and their 

parameters. 

Table 3. Input event types and parameters. 

Type Parameters 

keyPress { [Modifiers,] key} 

keyRelease { [Modifiers,] key} 

mousePress {X, Y, button} 

mouseRelease {X, Y, button} 

gesture Gesture description. 

voice Recognized sentence. 

sensor Sensor specific parameters. 

A gesture input event emulates a multi-touch gesture on 

a screen, or else a body gesture. The parameter for this type 

of event is a description using some gesture description 

language, e.g., Gesture Markup Language (GML) [18], 



Gesture Description Language (GDL) [19], etc. The voice 

event is designed to test applications that are intended to run 

in devices that have voice recognition capabilities. The 

parameter of this event is a string that emulates the sentence 

recognized. There can also be input events coming from 

other sensor types. The parameters for these events need to 

be defined depending on the sensor type. 

 

4.4. Command Messages 

 

Command messages allow authors to send arbitrary strings 

to a particular presentation engine. As a concrete example, 

consider the NCL language and its Ginga-NCL presentation 

environment. Ginga-NCL has an API that allows for 

receiving editing commands during application runtime 

[20]. Authors can send editing commands to emulate the 

application behavior placing editing commands in the arg 

field. 

 

5. THE MONITORING ENGINE 

 

As an example of use, the proposed architecture has been 

instantiated and integrated into a graphical user interface 

developed for the ITU-T Ginga middleware reference 

implementation, named GingaGUI. To enable the 

communication between both engines, following the 

protocol previously described, changes were made in the 

Ginga open source code.  

The Monitoring Engine maintains a global clock that 

starts at the beginning of the application presentation, and a 

local clock for each media object, started when the object 

presentation starts. The global clock is useful to check 

whether media objects are starting, pausing, resuming or 

ending in correct time instants (according to the application 

specification). Upon receiving messages notifying that some 

action occurred in any media object, the Monitoring Engine 

compares the received time with the current global time. If 

the difference between these times is greater than a 

previously defined threshold, the Monitoring Engine reports 

that a possible2 synchronization problem can be occurred. 

The Monitoring Engine’s graphical interface has been 

designed to provide a visual overview of the presentation on 

a timeline. The use of timeline gives a good overview of the 

relative synchronization among media objects. Figure 4 

presents a screenshot of a presentation example. In the 

visual interface, the “drible” object has started 5 seconds 

after its correct time instant, the “photo” object 8 seconds 

after, and the “icon” object 7 seconds after. These problems 

are highlighted with a bold border on Figure 4. In the figure, 

thumbnails are presented below the timeline, showing 

screenshots of the presentation at each notification message 

received.  

                                                 
2Possible because the detected synchronization mismatch 

can be false, since the problem can be the delay of the 

notification and not the command reaction time. 

Thumbnails can also be useful to test different versions 

of synchronous presentation engines against a conformance 

test suite. Assuming that a compliant engine exists, 

thumbnails generated from a test suite on this engine can be 

used as the comparative basis (e.g., through image 

processing or human analysis). 

 

Fig. 4. Monitoring Engine screenshot. 

To allow for sending messages to Ginga presentation 

engine, simulating input events or the execution of specific 

NCL3 commands, the graphical interface has an input box 

on which these messages can be typed. In the current 

implementation, the entire message syntax must be 

observed, in agreement with the protocol specification 

presented in Section 4. In Figure 5 a snapshot of GingaGUI 

shows the input box 

 

Fig. 5. Sending commands to Ginga. 

6. FINAL REMARKS AND FUTURE WORKS 
 

Despite many efforts focusing on the design of authoring 

tools, multimedia programming is still considered difficult 

and with several open issues. The architecture presented in 

this paper addresses one of these issues proposing a 

                                                 
3NCL (Nested Context Language) is the declarative 

language supported by Ginga. 



Monitoring Engine to assist authors of declarative 

multimedia applications. 

Evaluation tests have been conducted with a small group 

of NCL programmers. Their reports are very positive 

attesting the usefulness of the approach in reducing the 

debugging time. The gains have been more significant in 

large applications with dozens of relationships between 

media objects.  

Presentation engine developers have also reported the 

usefulness of the proposed architecture to test the 

correctness and performance of their implementations. 

Likewise thumbnails generated as output can be used in 

comparisons with outputs coming from a reference 

implementation in conformance tests, they can be used to 

evaluate synchronization issues to detect whether the 

presentation engine implementation has the necessary 

performance (i.e., if the synchronous hypothesis can be 

assumed). Performance tests have been made with Ginga 

reference implementation running on machines with low 

memory footprint and low CPU power. In some tests, 

synchronization problems have been forced and detected. 

For the great majority of applications the synchronous 

hypothesis could be assumed, since content pre-fetching is 

performed. The few exceptions come from distributed 

applications targeting multiple presentation devices 

connected by some communication means. 

The proposed communication protocol between the 

monitoring and presentation engines allows for decoupling 

their implementations. A future work is to use the 

Monitoring Engine with other presentation engines. 

Another future work is to improve the robustness of the 

communication protocol. An ongoing implementation uses 

messages with timestamps to guarantee their correct 

sequencing and validity. 

Although the architecture allows for plugins validating 

actions performed by presentation engines, our current 

implementation does not implement any plugin. An ongoing 

work is the development of an NCL plugin. 

Still another future work has been already started to use 

the Ginga Monitoring Engine in the ITU-T Conformance 

Test Suit of the H. 761 Recommendation [7] for IPTV 

services. 
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